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Abstract
We combine path-integral Monte Carlo methods with a new intramolecular potential energy surface to quan-
tify the equilibrium enrichment of doubly substituted ethane isotopologues due to clumped-isotope effects.
Ethane represents the simplest molecule to simultaneously exhibit 13C-13C, 13C-D, and D-D clumped-isotope
effects, and the analysis of corresponding signatures may provide useful geochemical and biogeochemical
proxies of formation temperatures or reaction pathways. Utilizing path-integral statistical mechanics, we
predict equilibrium fractionation factors that fully incorporate nuclear quantum effects, such as anharmonic-
ity and rotational-vibrational coupling which are typically neglected by the widely used Urey model. The
magnitude of the calculated fractionation factors for the doubly substituted ethane isotopologues indicates
that isotopic clumping can be observed if rare-isotope substitutions are separated by up to three chemical
bonds, but the diminishing strength of these effects suggests that enrichment at further separations will
be negligible. The Urey model systematically underestimates enrichment due to 13C-D and D-D clumped-
isotope effects in ethane, leading to small relative errors in the apparent equilibrium temperature, ranging
from 5 K at 273.15 K to 30 K at 873.15 K. We additionally note that the rotameric dependence of iso-
topologue enrichment must be carefully considered when using the Urey model, whereas the path-integral
calculations automatically account for such effects due to configurational sampling. These findings are of
direct relevance to future clumped-isotope studies of ethane, as well as studies of 13C-13C, 13C-D, and D-D
clumped-isotope effects in other hydrocarbons.
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1. Introduction1
The isotopic composition of a material embeds a wealth of information regarding its origin and history2
(Schoell, 1984; Whiticar, 1990; Sturup et al., 2008; Eiler, 2013; Wolfsberg et al., 2009). Although stable3
isotope analysis typically focuses on the bulk isotopic composition of materials, which is often dominated by4
the concentration of molecules containing only one rare isotope, recent advancements in analytical methods5
enable the explicit and precise measurement of multiply substituted isotopologues (isotopologues with two6
or more rare-isotope substitutions) at natural abundances (Eiler and Schauble, 2004; Affek and Eiler, 2006;7
Eiler, 2007; Yeung et al., 2012; Eiler et al., 2013; Stolper et al., 2014a; Ono et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015;8
Young et al., 2016; Magyar et al., 2016). The rich diversity of both equilibrium and non-equilibrium fraction-9
ation behavior of multiply substituted isotopologues could help to identify or place additional constraints10
on formation temperatures, sources, or reaction pathways in a variety of molecular systems and organic11
compounds (see Eiler (2013), Eiler et al. (2014), and references therein).12
Recent innovations in isotope-ratio mass spectrometry, infrared absorption spectroscopy, nuclear mag-13
netic resonance techniques, and other instrumentation that can preserve the original bonding connectivity14
of the analyte enable measurements of isotopically ‘clumped’ species, in which rare isotopes are spatially15
co-localized in a molecule (Eiler, 2007; Eiler et al., 2014). At equilibrium, this co-localization of rare isotopes16
leads to relative enrichment of clumped isotopologues compared to what would be expected from the random17
distribution of the composite isotopes at natural abundance (Wang et al., 2004). Importantly, this relative18
enrichment at equilibrium is a function of temperature that depends only on the energetics of homogeneous19
isotope exchange among isotopologues and not on the absolute abundances of the isotopes themselves, which20
can vary based on sample origin. Therefore, a useful application of clumped-isotope measurements is to21
provide a paleothermometer based on the extent of 13C-18O ordering in carbonate ions (Ghosh et al., 2006;22
Eiler, 2011), which has been employed to reconstruct ancient marine ocean environments (Finnegan et al.,23
2011; Grauel et al., 2013), estimate mountain uplift rate (Ghosh et al., 2006), characterize diagenesis (Hunt-24
ington et al., 2011), and understand the thermal physiology of extinct vertebrates (Eagle et al., 2010, 2011).25
More applications of clumped-isotope measurements are emerging, as recent studies have demonstrated ca-26
pabilities to source methane (Eiler, 2007; Stolper et al., 2014b,a, 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Douglas et al.,27
2016; Young et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016) and to identify biological signatures in molecular oxygen (Yeung28
et al., 2015) and nitrous oxide (Magyar et al., 2016).29
A natural extension of existing clumped-isotope applications would be to utilize clumped-isotope signa-30
tures in hydrocarbon exploration or in stable isotope studies of other organic matter. Carbon and hydrogen31
isotope ratios have long been used to unravel the complex origins or source processes of samples in geo-32
chemistry and biogeochemistry (Craig, 1953; Schoell, 1984; Freeman, KH and Hayes, JM and Trendel, JM33
and Albrecht, P, 1990; Hayes et al., 1990; Clayton, 1991; Sessions et al., 1999), and clumped-isotope mea-34
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surements would add additional constraints and dimensions to this analysis (Ma et al., 2008; Stolper et al.,35
2014a; Eiler, 2013; Wang et al., 2015; Young et al., 2016). Ethane is the simplest molecule that feasibly36
exhibits 13C-13C, 13C-D, and D-12C-D (henceforth referred to as D-D) clumping effects that could be used37
to probe fractionation history. Clumping effects in ethane would indicate the balance of thermodynamic38
and kinetic factors affecting the distribution of isotopes in kerogen, coal, petroleum, and natural gases (Clog39
et al., 2012; Clog and Eiler, 2014; Clog et al., 2014) and may additionally provide insights into the chem-40
istry of more complex organic molecules. Many factors–including gas wetness, diffusion, maturation, and41
degradation–are likely to affect observed experimental signatures in ethane and other hydrocarbons. How-42
ever, measurements of clumping in some methane isotopologues have either indicated isotopic equilibrium43
or partial equilibrium conditions, and deviations can otherwise characterize kinetically controlled formation44
pathways (Stolper et al., 2014b,a; Ono et al., 2014; Stolper et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Douglas et al.,45
2016; Young et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). Therefore, a natural starting point for ethane is quantify the46
enrichment of isotopologues due to isotopic clumping at equilibrium conditions.47
In previous work, we used path-integral methods to compute equilibrium clumped-isotope effects in48
carbon dioxide and methane (Webb and Miller, 2014), finding that results obtained within the harmonic49
approximation via the widely used Urey model (Urey, 1947; Bigeleisen and Mayer, 1947) benefited from50
a large cancellation of errors. However, clumped-isotope effects were not examined in any molecules that51
exhibit torsional motions. Here, we rigorously and accurately compute equilibrium clumped-isotope effects52
for the flexible ethane molecule using path-integral Monte Carlo methods and a new full-dimensional, iso-53
topically independent intramolecular potential energy surface that is parameterized from more than 90054
energies and gradients at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. We compute fractionation factors for55
five double-isotope exchange reactions of ethane as functions of temperature. The path-integral calculations56
are converged to within anticipated experimental precisions of high-resolution mass spectrometry, and com-57
parison among the various equilibrium constants reveals the effect of isotopic clumping on the enrichment of58
doubly substituted ethane isotopologues. The results of the path-integral calculations are further compared59
to those obtained via the Urey model, elucidating the errors in this widely used model.60
2. Methodology61
2.1. Enrichment of Doubly Substituted Isotopologues62
The relative equilibrium enrichment of an isotopologue is quantified as63
∆i = 1000
[
(xi/x0)eq
(xi/x0)r
− 1
]
, (1)
where xi/x0 is the abundance of an isotopologue, i, relative to that with no rare-isotope substitutions. The64
notation (· · · )eq indicates an observed quantity at equilibrium conditions, while (· · · )r indicates a quantity65
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obtained from the stochastic distribution, in which the composite isotopes are distributed randomly among66
all isotopologues subject to their absolute abundance (Wang et al., 2004; Affek and Eiler, 2006; Eiler, 2007).67
While xi in Eq. (1) depends on the absolute abundances of its composite isotopes, ∆i does not, instead68
indicating the propensity for rare isotopes to clump together. For a doubly substituted isotopologue, ∆i is69
primarily controlled by isotope exchange reactions of the form70
XY + X′Y′
K
 XY′ + X′Y, (2)
where X′ and Y′ are rare isotopes of X and Y, and K = Q¯XY′
Q¯XY
Q¯X′Y
Q¯X′Y′
is the equilibrium constant. The71
equilibrium constant can thus be computed from the partition functions, denoted as Q¯ij for the various72
isotopologues in Eq. (2).73
An approximate relationship between ∆X′Y′ and K can be derived as74
∆X′Y′ = 1000
[
1− K
Kr
]
, (3)
where Kr is the equilibrium constant in Eq. (2) for isotopologues based on a random distribution of isotopes75
(Wang et al., 2004; Cao and Liu, 2012; Liu and Liu, 2016; Ono et al., 2014). Eq. (3) has a leading-order error76
of O(∆X′Y +∆XY′), which is generally small when there are no structural isotopomers for singly substituted77
species (Wang et al., 2004; Cao and Liu, 2012) (as is the case for the specific reactions considered in this78
study) and will partially cancel with higher-order error terms (Liu and Liu, 2016).79
Here, we will assume that Q¯ij = σ−1ij Qij , where σij is a classical, rotational symmetry number and Qij is80
a reduced partition function. To describe isotopologue enrichment associated with Eq. (3) without the need81
to explicitly specify symmetry numbers or reference isotopologues, we shall simply report the fractionation82
factor α = QXY′QXY
QX′Y
QX′Y′
, which is related to the equilibrium constant via α = K σXY′σX′YσXYσX′Y′ .83
2.2. Path Integral Calculations84
The Feynman path-integral (PI) formulation of quantum statistical mechanics (Feynman and Hibbs,85
1965) provides a rigorous framework that has been widely employed to include nuclear quantum effects86
in the computation of equilibrium isotope effects in many gas-phase and condensed-phase systems (Balog87
et al., 2000; Bohm et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2003; Lynch et al., 2004; de la Pen˜a and Kusalik, 2004; Lynch88
et al., 2005; Paesani et al., 2007; Mielke and Truhlar, 2009; Zimmermann and Van´ıcˇek, 2009; Habershon and89
Manolopoulos, 2011; Azuri et al., 2011; Pe´rez and von Lilienfeld, 2011; Herrero and Ramirez, 2011; Mielke90
and Truhlar, 2012; Buchowiecki, 2012; Markland and Berne, 2012; Liu et al., 2013; Ceriotti and Markland,91
2013; Mielke et al., 2013; Buchowiecki and Van´ıcˇek, 2013; Webb and Miller, 2014; Cheng and Ceriotti, 2014;92
Pinilla et al., 2014; Buchowiecki, 2015, 2016). Under the PI formalism, the quantum mechanical canonical93
partition function for a system of N distinguishable particles obeying Boltzmann statistics can be expressed94
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as a classical configuration integral (Chandler and Wolynes, 1981),95
Q(N, β) = lim
P→∞
N∏
i=1
(
miP
2piβ~2
)3P/2
×
∫ N∏
j=1
P∏
k=1
dr
(k)
j e
−βPUP ({r(k)j }).
(4)
Through Eq. (4), the quantum Boltzmann statistics of the system are obtained from the classical statistics96
of a ring-polymer with P beads at inverse temperature βP = β/P that interact via an effective potential,97
UP ({r(k)j }) =
N∑
j=1
P∑
k=1
(
1
2
mjω
2
P
(
r
(k)
j − r(k−1)j
)2)
+
P∑
k=1
U(r(k)1 , . . . , r
(k)
N ).
(5)
Here, r(k)j indicates the position of the jth atom in the kth ring-polymer bead, ωP = 1/(βP~) is the intra-bead98
vibrational frequency, r(0) = r(P ), and U(r1, . . . , rN ) is the Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface for99
the molecular system, or the molecular potential. For a given PES, PI-based approaches thus yield a fully100
anharmonic description of the partition function, obtainable through Boltzmann-weighted configurational101
sampling using classical simulation techniques; this approach contrasts with the more widely used Urey102
model (Section 2.3) that employs electronic structure methods to obtain harmonic approximations to the103
partition function, perhaps in combination with approximate anharmonic corrections (Richet et al., 1977;104
Barone, 2004; Liu et al., 2010; Cao and Liu, 2012; Liu and Liu, 2016) or limited conformational sampling105
(Rustad et al., 2008, 2010; Hill et al., 2014).106
There are a variety of path-integral free-energy methods and estimators available for computing isotopic107
fractionation (Mielke and Truhlar, 2009; Zimmermann and Van´ıcˇek, 2009; Azuri et al., 2011; Ceriotti and108
Markland, 2013; Buchowiecki and Van´ıcˇek, 2013; Webb and Miller, 2014; Marsalek et al., 2014; Cheng and109
Ceriotti, 2014). Here, we compute the fractionation factors for reactions in the form of Eq. (2) as110
α =
〈ZX′,X〉X′Y
〈ZX′,X〉X′Y′ , (6)
where 〈· · · 〉X′Y and 〈· · · 〉X′Y′ denote ensemble averages obtained from simulation of X′Y and X′Y′, respec-111
tively, and ZA′,A is a direct scaled-coordinates estimator involving the exchange of an isotope A′ for that of112
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A (Cheng and Ceriotti, 2014). In particular,113
ZA′,A ≡ exp
[
−βP
P∑
k=1
(
U(q(k)1 , . . . , q
(k)
N )
−U(r(k)1 , . . . , r(k)N )
)]
,
(7)
is an estimator involving the difference in molecular potential between the given ring-polymer configuration114
and that with scaled-coordinates q(k)j = r¯j +
√
mA
mA′
(r(k)j − r¯j) where r¯j =
∑P
k=1 r
(k)
j is the position of the115
ring-polymer centroid for the jth atom, and mA′ and mA are masses of the isotopes A′ and A. We note116
that Eqs. (6) and (7) are written such that simulations are performed on isotopologues with more rare-117
isotope substitutions, which should generally lead to smaller statistical errors than performing the opposite118
substitution (Cheng and Ceriotti, 2014).119
2.3. Urey Model120
To compare with the PI calculations, we also compute equilibrium constants for isotope exchange reac-121
tions using the Urey model or Bigeleisen-Mayer equation (Urey, 1947; Bigeleisen and Mayer, 1947). Using122
the rigid-rotor, harmonic-oscillator approximation and the Teller-Redlich product rule (Redlich, 1935; Mc-123
Quarrie, 2000), the Urey model provides a convenient way to compute the reduced (ignoring symmetry124
numbers) partition function ratio between two isotopologues as125
Q′
Q
= e−β[E
′(0)−E(0)]
N∏
i=1
(
m′i
mi
)3/2
×
α∏
j=1
ω′(j)
ω(j)
(
1− exp[−β~ω(j)]
1− exp[−β~ω′(j)]
)
,
(8)
where β = 1/(kBT ) is the inverse temperature, E(0) is the zero-point energy, mi is the mass of the ith atom126
in a molecule of N atoms, ω(j) is the harmonic frequency of the jth normal mode, and α is the total number127
of normal vibrational modes (α = 3N − 5 for linear molecules and 3N − 6 for nonlinear molecules). The128
mass terms precisely cancel in calculating fractionation factors, such that129
α = e−β∆E
(0)
α∏
j=1
ω
(j)
X′Yω
(j)
XY′
ω
(j)
X′Y′ω
(j)
XY
×
(
1− exp[−β~ω(j)XY]
1− exp[−β~ω(j)X′Y]
)(
1− exp[−β~ω(j)X′Y′ ]
1− exp[−β~ω(j)XY′ ]
)
,
(9)
where ∆E(0) is the zero-point energy change for Eq. (2). If the zero-point energy is calculated purely from130
harmonic vibrational contributions, i.e., E0 = 12
∑α
j=1 ~ωj for each isotopologue, then Eq. (9) depends only131
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on variation of the harmonic frequencies among the isotopologues.132
It is possible to include higher-order, perturbative corrections to Eq. (9), such as those due to vibrational133
anharmonicity, rovibrational coupling, quantum mechanical rotations, and centrifugal distortion (Richet134
et al., 1977; Barone, 2004; Liu et al., 2010; Cao and Liu, 2012; Liu and Liu, 2016). Such corrections may135
improve calculations of partition function ratios and equilibrium constants (Liu et al., 2010; Liu and Liu,136
2016). However, including only partial corrections to Eq. (9) can be detrimental to the overall accuracy137
of Eq. (3) due to a nontrivial cancellation of errors (Webb and Miller, 2014), and the corrections generally138
require computation of a large number of molecular constants such that they are not easily or widely139
employed (Liu et al., 2010; Liu and Liu, 2016). Therefore, we only compare the PI results with those based140
on the pure rigid-rotor, harmonic oscillator approximation.141
3. Calculation Details142
3.1. Double Isotope Exchange Reactions in Ethane143
Isotopologues featuring two rare-isotope substitutions will have the most practical relevance for near-term144
clumped-isotope studies of ethane (Clog et al., 2012; Clog and Eiler, 2014; Clog et al., 2014). To quantify145
the equilibrium enrichment of doubly substituted isotopologues and the strength of isotopic clumping, we146
focus on five isotope-exchange reactions featuring distinct, doubly substituted ethane isotopologues.147
12CH312CH3 + 13CH313CH3
α1

2 · 12CH313CH3.
(10)
The fractionation factor for this reaction is α1 = R12→13CH312CH3/R12→13CH313CH3 , where R12CH312→13CH3 =148
Q12CH313CH3/ Q12CH312CH3 and R12→13CH313CH3 = Q13CH313CH3/ Q12CH313CH3 . Eq. (10) is expected to dom-149
inate the equilibrium signature of the 13C-13C clumped-isotope effect.150
The second reaction is given by151
12CH312CH3 + 12CH313CH2D
α2

12CH312CH2D + 12CH313CH3.
(11)
The fractionation factor for this reaction is α2 = R12CH312→13CH3/R12CH312→13CH2D , whereR12CH312→13CH2D =152
Q12CH313CH2D/Q12CH312CH2D . Eq (11) is expected to dominate the equilibrium signature for the
13C-D153
clumped-isotope effect.154
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The third reaction is given by155
12CH312CH3 + 13CH312CH2D
α3

12CH312CH2D + 12CH313CH3.
(12)
The fractionation factor for this reaction is α3 =R12CH312→13CH3/ R12→13CH312CH2D , whereR12→13CH312CH2D =156
Q13CH312CH2D/ Q12CH312CH2D . Eq (12) features the same singly substituted isotopologues as Eq. (11), but157
the two isotope substitutions are separated by an additional bond. Thus, a comparison of the equilibrium158
constants for Eqs. (11) and (12) implicitly assesses the strength of the 13C-D clumped-isotope effect. Addi-159
tionally, α2/α3 provides the thermodynamic driving force for hydrogen migration due to 13C-D clumping.160
The fourth reaction is given by161
12CH312CH3 + 12CH312CHD2
α4

2 · 12CH312CH2D.
(13)
The fractionation factor for this reaction is α4 =R12CH312CH2(H→D)/ R12CH312CHD(H→D), whereR12CH312CH2(H→D) =162
Q12CH312CH2D/ Q12CH312CH3 and R12CH312CHD(H→D) = Q12CH312CHD2/ Q12CH312CH2D Eq. (13) is expected163
to dominate the equilibrium signature of the D-D clumped-isotope effect.164
The fifth reaction is given by165
12CH312CH3 + 12CH2D12CH2D
α5

2 · 12CH312CH2D.
(14)
The fractionation factor for this reaction is α5 = R12CH312CH2(H→D)/ R12CH2D12CHD(H→D), where166
R12CH2D12CHD(H→D) = Q12CH2D12CH2D/ Q12CH312CH2D . Because this reaction features the same singly167
substituted isotopologues as Eq. (13), a comparison of α4 and α5 implicitly assesses the strength of the D-D168
clumped-isotope effect, and α4/α5 provides the thermodynamic driving force for hydrogen migration due to169
D-D clumping.170
In Eq. (14), the isotopologue 12CH2D12CH2D has distinct trans and gauche rotamers (with respect to171
the positioning of the deuterium atoms) at its minimum energy configuration that exhibit different normal-172
mode vibrational frequencies and will thus yield different results for the Urey model (Eq. (8)) (Wang et al.,173
2009; Webb and Miller, 2014). In this case, the results of the two rotamers are presented separately, and a174
third result is obtained by Boltzmann-averaging over the partition functions for each rotamer. Hereafter,175
we will refer to the trans rotamer as t-(12CH2D)2 and the gauche rotamer as g-(12CH2D)2.176
As previously noted, the fractionation factor α can be directly computed without specification of rota-177
tional symmetry numbers or reference isotopologues. Nonetheless, the results for α can be directly converted178
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to those for an equilibrium constant after specification of the isotopologue symmetry numbers (σ = 6, 6, 3, 1,179
1,1, 1, 2, and 2 for 12CH312CH3, 13CH313CH3, 12CH313CH3, 12CH313CH2D, 12CH312CH2D, 13CH312CH2D,180
12CH312CHD2, t-(12CH2D)2, and g-(12CH2D)2). For Eqs. (10)-(13), the values of the stochastic equilibrium181
constant Kr for Eqs. (10)-(13) are 4, 2, 2, and 6, respectively. For these cases, α = K/Kr such that Eqs. (3)182
and 1000(1−α) yield identical results for the enrichment of doubly substituted isotopologues. For Eq. (14),183
the stochastic equilibrium constant depends on which rotamers of 12CH2D12CH2D are employed as the184
reference (i.e., Kr = 12 if only t-(12CH2D)2 is used, 6 if only g-(12CH2D)2 is used, or 4 if both are used). In185
this case, α and K/Kr are related by a reference-dependent constant, and one can convert between α and186
Eq. (3) after the desired reference for 12CH2D12CH2D is chosen.187
3.2. Potential Energy Surface188
The ethane molecular potential energy surface (PES) is a full-dimensional, linear-least-squares fit to189
roughly 900 electronic energies and gradients, obtained at the DFT-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.190
The data set is extensive in configuration space. The fit is given as a sum of two-body potentials plus one191
eight-body potential. All of these are expressed in terms of products of polynomials of primary invariant192
polynomials and secondary invariant polynomials in 28 Morse variables, yij = exp (−rij/2a0), where rij are193
all internuclear distances and a0 is the Bohr radius. Details of this fitting approach have been given in a194
review article (Braams and Bowman, 2009). For the present fit, there are nine two-body terms (C-H, C-C,195
H-H) up to the second order and 855 terms with a maximum degree of five for the eight-body potential. Thus196
a total of 864 linear coefficients were determined by standard least-squares fitting. While the analytical fit197
does not distinguish among the various contributions to the energy for a given configuration, it does include198
the effects of intramolecular motions that might otherwise be modeled as bond stretches, angle bends, and199
torsional motions as well as their anharmonic contributions at the specified level of theory. The root mean200
square fitting error is not uniform for the energies used in the fit. For energies of relevance to the calculations201
reported here, i.e., within 30 kcal/mol of the global energy minimum, the fitting error is of the order of 0.1202
kcal/mol.203
This level of electronic structure theory is not expected to provide spectroscopic accuracy. With that in204
mind, the standard measures of the quality of the PES have been determined. Specifically, the energy of205
the torsional saddle point is 2.1 kcal/mol, which is in reasonable agreement with the CCSD(T)/CBS value206
of 2.7 kcal/mol (Halpern and Glendening, 2003). The geometry of the minimum agrees well with previous207
calculations, albeit done at the MP2/6-311G** level of theory (Hidalgo-Olgu´ın et al., 2008). Finally, normal-208
mode harmonic frequencies from the current PES are also in good agreement with previous MP2/SBK(d) and209
MP2/pVTZ results (Benoit, 2004), and the frequency shifts between isotopologues are in broad agreement210
with recent calculations at the B3LYP/6-311G** level of theory (Piasecki et al., 2016). Harmonic frequencies211
for all the isotopologues featured in this study are provided in Table 1. The PES is available upon request.212
9
  
Table 1: Normal-mode harmonic frequenciesa (cm−1) for the ethane isotopologues. All frequencies correspond to the potential energy surface described
in Section 3.2.
12CH3
12CH3
13CH3
12CH3
12CH3
12CH2D
12CH3
13CH2D
13CH3
12CH2D
13CH3
12CH2D
13CH3
13CH3
12CH3
12CHD2 t-(
12CH2D)2 g-(
12CH2D)2
261.827489 261.827489 245.783194 245.725946 245.774825 245.765465 261.827488 234.714371 228.106835 228.883623
829.484437 828.628385 723.291130 721.552559 722.761993 722.767440 827.806970 693.204951 665.026260 677.237991
829.515105 828.659165 813.398609 811.844540 812.695930 812.704314 827.838274 744.564999 799.242790 753.033899
1000.526851 985.701641 984.762637 973.176382 970.398140 970.392071 970.580787 952.219372 921.706530 976.570637
1275.904432 1267.293064 1185.819176 1177.194328 1177.461494 1177.463662 1258.696409 1128.785272 1115.460138 1101.730248
1275.927289 1267.316380 1224.164869 1214.118619 1218.029764 1218.015017 1258.720100 1179.340993 1184.740372 1176.538787
1395.077304 1390.133216 1339.007256 1329.986532 1337.023151 1337.034051 1385.712778 1185.547313 1292.532300 1312.998239
1469.777877 1463.714516 1400.887023 1400.876388 1397.816439 1397.817580 1457.156115 1369.553222 1369.149471 1352.692844
1551.022451 1550.925150 1441.520125 1440.157581 1431.101176 1431.101057 1550.848016 1370.577829 1380.534324 1383.893566
1551.054530 1550.957942 1525.797651 1523.411130 1525.528934 1525.543754 1550.880024 1443.847039 1417.835772 1414.585755
1572.626012 1570.936247 1561.523434 1561.043144 1560.172834 1560.132896 1569.144531 1560.642585 1521.026486 1517.006473
1572.654653 1570.964230 1566.511585 1565.421492 1564.842289 1564.874676 1569.173234 1560.971821 1542.585433 1542.686245
3007.812008 3006.076689 2250.239336 2237.617568 2250.203402 2250.190767 3004.535730 2210.231083 2249.462042 2243.470535
3034.658870 3033.029436 3017.148149 3016.122187 3014.192627 3014.190226 3031.206150 2292.085509 2249.915784 2257.185418
3071.082368 3064.417255 3047.309641 3042.194679 3045.992169 3045.995849 3059.491326 3020.081834 3044.715869 3032.829660
3071.095988 3064.430077 3070.819937 3064.037293 3064.235335 3064.241577 3059.504868 3061.061493 3047.618389 3054.002596
3107.454684 3102.762947 3092.159174 3091.830113 3081.733118 3081.723986 3096.333799 3089.484139 3070.559133 3083.291429
3107.480578 3102.790087 3107.188067 3102.554536 3102.416114 3102.435054 3096.359978 3097.378728 3106.919282 3099.362054
aFrequencies are obtained from numerical construction and diagonalization of mass-weighted Hessian; numerical gradients employed discretization of 7.5× 10−3a0
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3.3. PI Calculations213
The fractionation factors for Eqs. (10)-(14) are computed from T = 273.15 K to 873.15 K in increments of214
100 K. Each fractionation factor is computed using Eqs. (6) and (7), where the average scaled-coordinates215
estimator is obtained from sampling configurations of the heavy isotopologue for each partition function216
ratio defined in Section 3.1 using path-integral Monte Carlo (PIMC).217
All PIMC sampling trajectories are performed in Cartesian coordinates with an explicit staging transfor-218
mation (Tuckerman, 2010). The staging length, j, is set such that 38-42% of all staging moves are accepted219
for trajectories of 12CH2D12CH2D; that same j is used in simulations of all other isotopologues at a given220
temperature. Prior to any data collection, each sampling trajectory is equilibrated for 106 MC steps, with221
P/j staging moves (rounded up to the nearest integer) attempted per step. Thereafter, Eq. (7) is evaluated222
from ring-polymer configurations every 10 MC steps. In some cases, isotopologues have multiple equivalent223
sites for isotope exchange, i.e., 12CH2D12CH2D going to 12CH312CH2D, in which case Eq. (7) is evaluated224
for both equivalent exchanges at the same ring-polymer configuration. An aggregate total of 2.1× 108 MC225
steps is run to compute all partition function ratios at each temperature, except for partition function ratios226
associated with Eq. (14). As a convergence check for Eq. (14), two separate sets of sampling trajectories227
are run for 12CH2D12CH2D, one set with configurations initialized in approximately trans configurations228
and another with configurations initialized in approximately gauche configurations. Estimators for both229
sets are obtained independently with each set being run for an aggregate total of 4.2 × 108 MC steps, and230
the estimators from the two sets are found to be within statistical error with the number of MC steps run.231
Statistical uncertainties for the PIMC calculations are reported as the standard error of the mean obtained232
from bootstrap error estimation after partitioning the data into sample points where each sample point is233
an average of 104 estimator values.234
To ensure that the PI calculations are sufficiently converged with respect to the number of ring-polymer235
beads, the equilibrium constant for Eq. (13) is computed at T = 273.15 K for P = 8, 16, 32, 64, 96 and 128.236
We choose Eq. (13) because it involves two hydrogen/deuterium exchanges, and tests using the analytical237
expression for the primitive PI discretization of the partition function for a simple harmonic oscillator238
(Schweizer et al., 1981) suggest that it is the most stringent test for convergence based on differences239
in harmonic frequencies between reactant and product isotopologues (Webb and Miller, 2014). Figure 1240
illustrates the convergence of 1000(1 − α4) as a function of P . The figure shows that the results are241
statistically indistinguishable when using 32 beads compared to using 128 beads. In addition, the calculations242
are converged within anticipated experimental precisions for D-D clumping of about 1h, and the calculations243
are likely even more accurate for the heavier isotope substitutions. Based on these tests, we employ P = 64244
for all calculations discussed in the remainder of the text.245
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Figure 1: Convergence of the fractionation factor for the isotope exchange reaction given by Eq. (13) at T = 273.15
K as a function of the number of ring-polymer beads, P . Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean obtained
from bootstrap error estimation.
4. Results246
4.1. PI Calculation of Isotopologue Enrichment247
We begin by considering the relative enrichment of the doubly substituted isotopologues of ethane–248
13CH313CH3, 12CH313CH2D, 13CH312CH2D, 12CH312CHD2, and 12CH2D12CH2D–as functions of temper-249
ature as obtained from PIMC.250
Figure 2 shows the extent that clumped-isotope effects influence relative isotopologue enrichment in251
ethane. Figure 2 plots the enrichment of the doubly substituted isotopologues as quantified by 1000(1−αi)252
for the respective double isotope-exchange reactions in Section 3.1 at various temperatures as predicted by253
PIMC (markers); the corresponding numerical results are provided in Table 2. Among the isotopologues254
shown, the largest enrichment is for the doubly-deuterated 12CH312CHD2 (green circles) due to the D-D255
clumping effect, while the the next largest is due to the 13C-D clumping effect for 12CH313CH2D (blue256
squares). By comparison, the effect of direct 13C-13C is quite small. For example at T = 273.15 K,257
the enrichment for 12CH312CHD2 is about 3.5 times larger than that of 12CH313CH2D, which is in turn258
larger than that of 13CH313CH3 (gray triangles) by a factor of nearly 23. The remaining enrichments for259
13CH312CH2D and 12CH2D12CH2D, which do not feature direct isotopic clumping, are all less than one260
over the entire temperature range. This is clearly seen in Figure 2B, which shows an expanded view of the261
same data in Figure 2A. These results indicate that isotope substitution at separate methyl groups leads to262
thermodynamic enrichment, but the effect is significantly diminished compared to isotope substitution at the263
same methyl group. Considering isotopologues with substitutions at separate methyl groups, enrichments264
for 13CH313CH3, 13CH312CH2D (red diamonds), and 12CH2D12CH2D (left-facing triangles) are all similar265
over the entire temperature range despite the variation in isotope substitutions; for temperatures of 773.15266
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K and higher, the enrichment for all of these isotopologues is comparable to the statistical error.267
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Figure 2: Enrichment of doubly substituted isotopologues of ethane quantified by 1000(1 − αi) for Eqs. (10)-(14)
as a function of 1000/T . Results from PIMC calculations are given by symbols and corresponding Urey-model
calculations are given by lines. Panel (b) shows the same data as panel (a) on a different scale. For the Urey-model
results for Eq. (14), the solid line indicates results for t-(12CH2D)2, for which the deuterium isotopes are in a trans
conformation, and the dashed line indicates results for g-(12CH2D)2, for which the deuterium isotopes are in a gauche
conformation; the PIMC results include conformational sampling of both rotamers.
4.2. Comparison with the Urey Model268
To assess whether the Urey model adequately describes isotopologue enrichment for doubly substituted269
ethane isotopologues, Figure 2 also provides enrichments for the doubly substituted isotopologues in Sec-270
tion 3.1, as predicted by the Urey model using the harmonic frequencies in Table 1; selected numerical results271
are provided in Table 2. The figure shows that the Urey-model results, without any additional corrections,272
are generally in good agreement with those obtained from PIMC. In particular, the Urey-model results for273
13CH313CH3 are statistically indistinguishable from the PIMC calculations. However, there are statistically274
resolvable errors in the Urey-model results for the enrichment of both 12CH313CH2D and 12CH312CHD2. In275
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Table 2: Values of 1000(1 − αi) to quantify the enrichment of doubly substituted isotopologues in Eqs. (10)-(14).
Statistical errors of the mean for PIMC calculations are in parentheses and apply to the last reported number(s) of
the estimate.
T (K)
13CH3
13CH3
12CH3
13CH2D
13CH3
12CH2D
12CH3
12CHD2
12CH2D
12CH2D
PIMC Urey PIMC Urey PIMC Urey PIMC Urey PIMC aUrey bUrey
273.15 0.29(3) 0.295 6.46(3) 6.288 0.58(3) 0.480 22.9(2) 22.382 0.64(13) 1.443 0.078
373.15 0.11(2) 0.131 3.85(2) 3.741 0.28(2) 0.212 11.8(2) 11.335 0.34(9) 0.741 0.027
473.15 0.06(1) 0.064 2.45(1) 2.391 0.12(1) 0.101 6.4(1) 6.080 0.26(7) 0.394 0.013
573.15 0.039(9) 0.034 1.67(1) 1.593 0.09(1) 0.051 3.88(9) 3.453 0.21(6) 0.221 0.006
673.15 0.013(7) 0.020 1.148(8) 1.092 0.050(8) 0.027 2.24(7) 2.068 0.05(4) 0.130 0.002
773.15 0.00(1) 0.012 0.812(6) 0.766 0.022(6) 0.015 1.43(6) 1.299 −0.01(4) 0.081 0.000
873.15 0.008(4) 0.008 0.588(4) 0.548 0.023(4) 0.008 0.97(5) 0.850 0.03(3) 0.053 0.001
a Results for t-(12CH2D)2
b Results for g-(12CH2D)2
both cases, the Urey-model predictions are systematically lower over the temperature range studied, with276
the largest error in the isotopologue enrichment being about 0.5 for 12CH312CHD2 at 273.15 K. Mean-277
while, more significant deviations between the Urey-model and PIMC results are found for the enrichment278
of 12CH2D12CH2D. Urey-model predictions of α5 provided for both t-(12CH2D)2 and g-(12CH2D)2 (long-279
and short-dashed lines, respectively) both exhibit large deviations from the PIMC results. Simply using a280
Boltzmann-averaged partition function for 12CH2D12CH2D leads to values that are in much better agree-281
ment with the PIMC calculations as shown by the solid, purple line. Piasecki et al. (2016) recently noted the282
discrepancy between results for t-(12CH2D)2 and g-(12CH2D)2, but that study did not employ Boltzmann-283
weighting of these isotopologues, which is necessary to obtain good agreement with the more accurate PIMC284
calculations.285
200 400 600 800 1000−50
−40
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Figure 3: Errors in the apparent equilibrium temperature from Urey-model calculations of the fractionation factors
for Eqs. (11) and (13). Taking the PIMC calculations as a reference, temperature errors are computed as the difference
in temperature for a given fractionation factor. Error bars reflect the statistical uncertainty of the fractionation factors
for Eqs. (11) and (13).
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Figure 3 demonstrates how the errors in Figure 2 affect predictions of apparent equilibrium temperatures.286
The figure shows the difference in apparent equilibrium temperature obtained from the Urey model compared287
to PIMC for a given fractionation factor; data for both 12CH313CH2D and 12CH312CHD2 are shown.288
The difference TUrey − T thus represents the approximate error that would result from using theoretical289
calculations from the Urey model to calibrate experimental measurements. For both isotopologues shown,290
the relatively minor errors in the fractionation factors lead to correspondingly small deviations at lower291
temperatures that grow to be as large as 20-30 K at higher temperatures; at the higher temperatures, the292
relative temperature errors are less than four percent.293
5. Discussion294
Eqs. (10)-(14) present equilibria for all doubly substituted isotopologues of ethane and feature several295
relative isotopic mass substitutions at different proximities in the molecule. In the following, we first discuss296
the enrichment of 12CH312CHD2, 12CH313CH2D, and 13CH313CH3, which feature isotope substitutions in297
closest proximity. The discussion is then expanded to consider the enrichment of 12CH2D12CH2D and298
13CH312CH2D, which feature isotope substitutions on separate methyl groups. More general implications299
for clumped-isotope effects and for theoretical methods are then discussed.300
5.1. Direct clumped-isotope effects301
For the ethane molecule, the isotopologues 12CH312CHD2, 12CH313CH2D, and 13CH313CH3 feature302
double-heavy-isotope substitutions for which the two heavy isotopes appear with the closest possible prox-303
imity. The equilibrium enrichments observed in Figure 2 for these isotopologues in addition to possibil-304
ity to preserve the relevant bonding connectivity upon fragmentation (in the cases of 12CH312CHD2 and305
12CH313CH2D) make these isotopologues particularly amenable to analysis by mass spectrometry. Figure 2306
also sets particular targets for experimental precision. In fact, the slope of the enrichment curves indi-307
cates the necessary experimental precision needed to resolve a given temperature difference; in particular,308
to distinguish a 10 K temperature difference for samples formed near 373.15 K, paleothermometers based309
on 13CH313CH3, 12CH313CH2D, or 12CH312CHD2 will require precisions on the isotopologue enrichment310
of approximately 0.008, 0.02, or 0.8 h, respectively. Even though the required precision for enrichment311
measurements of 12CH312CHD2 or 12CH313CH2D will be an order-of-magnitude lower than that required312
for 13CH313CH3 to distinguish between similar formation temperatures, this is partially offset by the relative313
abundances of the isotopes involved.314
The results in Figure 2 also show that the fractionation factors due to these clumped-isotope effects315
order inversely according to the reduced mass of the rare-isotope substitutions, such that the enrichment for316
12CH312CHD2 > 12CH313CH2D > 13CH313CH3, which is expected based on corresponding reductions in317
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vibrational frequency (Urey, 1947; Bigeleisen and Mayer, 1947). However, it is clear that the indirect nature318
of the D-D coupling in 12CH312CHD2 results in a weaker effect, as the difference in enrichment between319
13C-D and 13C-13C clumping (a factor of 23) is much larger than that between the indirect D-D and 13C-D320
clumping (a factor of 3.5). For comparison, the enrichment for doubly deuterated molecular hydrogen D2321
at 273.15 K (Urey, 1947; Buchowiecki and Van´ıcˇek, 2013), which involves a direct D-D bond, is about 29322
times larger than that of 12CH313CHD2.323
5.2. Indirect clumping effects324
A second-order effect that can also influence fractionation factors is rare-isotope substitution at non-325
adjacent positions (indirect clumping) in a molecule (Eiler, 2007). Examination of the remaining isotopo-326
logues in Figure 2 illustrates the competition between mass perturbation and rare-isotope proximity. The327
two deuteriums are separated by three bonds in 12CH2D12CH2D; the deuterium and 13C are separated by328
two in 13CH312CH2D; and the two 13C are directly bonded in 13CH313CH3. Despite these differences in329
separation for the two heavy isotopes, these isotopologues are characterized by similar fractionation factors330
due to the different isotope masses. It is expected that the clumped-isotope effect will diminish as the two331
heavy-isotope substitutions occur at more distal locations in the molecule, and these results indicate the332
strength of the coupling between two heavy-isotope substitutions and how a given pair of heavy-isotope sub-333
stitutions will affect thermodynamic enrichment in more complex molecules. In particular, enrichment due334
to deuterium/deuterium substitutions separated by four bonds, deuterium/13C separated by three bonds,335
or 13C/13C by two bonds will be negligible. We note that studies of secondary isotope effects on primary336
isotope effects have revealed interesting deviations from the rule of the geometric mean (Bigeleisen, 1955),337
particularly in the context of enzyme-catalyzed reactions where they have been used to interrogate reaction338
mechanisms (Blanchard and Cleland, 1980; Cook et al., 1981; Amin et al., 1988; Cha et al., 1989; Cook, 1991;339
Maharjan et al., 2015); indirect clumping effects might thus record specific patterns in kinetically-controlled340
processes. Another possibility is to employ measurements of indirect clumping in conjunction with those341
on direct clumping to confirm equilibration among various substitution sites in a molecule, due to hydrogen342
isotope exchange with water (Reeves et al., 2012) or other phenomena.343
5.3. Implications for other molecular species and studies344
The results in in Figure 2 also provide insight regarding isotope fractionation in similar molecular species.345
The enrichments for both 12CH312CHD2 and 12CH313CH2D bear strong resemblance to their methane ana-346
logues, 12CH2D2 and 13CH3D (see Webb and Miller (2014); Stolper et al. (2014b); Ono et al. (2014); Stolper347
et al. (2014a, 2015); Liu and Liu (2016); Ma et al. (2008); Wang et al. (2015); Young et al. (2016); Piasecki348
et al. (2016) for 13CH3D and see Young et al. (2016); Piasecki et al. (2016) for 12CH2D2), but the enrichments349
for the ethane isotopologues are slightly smaller than the corresponding methane isotopologues. We expect350
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this behavior to be somewhat general for comparison of fractionation factors across structurally similar351
molecular species. For comparison between methane and ethane, one of the methyl groups of ethane might352
be considered as a large pseudo-atom approximately in the position of one of the hydrogen atoms in methane.353
The 13C-D clumping effect in methane with a large pseudo-atom should be smaller than in regular methane354
because the isotope substitutions are proportionally smaller perturbations. Likewise, we anticipate that the355
enrichment for 12CH313CHD12CH3 (the 13C-D clumped-isotope effect at the central position in propane)356
will be smaller than for 12CH313CH2D, which is consistent with recent findings (Piasecki et al., 2016) using357
the harmonic approximation that the enrichment of 13CH3D > 12CH313CH2D > 12CH313CHD12CH3. This358
similarity in equilibrium signatures among isotopologues may be interesting when considering natural gas359
mixtures and discerning the extent that two molecular species record different fractionation histories.360
5.4. Methodological considerations361
The results of Figure 2 and Table 2 have several implications regarding using theoretical methods to362
predict ethane isotopologue enrichment. First, we find that the Urey model provides a fair description of363
the enrichment of the equilibria characterizing the doubly substituted isotopologues of ethane; however, it364
is worth noting that this may be due to a significant cancellation of errors in the partition function ratios,365
which we have previously observed in other molecular systems (Webb and Miller, 2014). To the extent366
that the Urey model does exhibit errors relative to PIMC, as for 13CH312CH2D and 12CH2D12CH2D,367
it underestimates the enrichment and manifests as statistically resolvable temperature errors (Figure 3).368
Interestingly, the largest errors in the apparent equilibrium temperature occur at high temperatures, where369
the errors in fractionation factors are smallest (Figure 2 and Table 2), but the relative errors are still quite370
small. Based on expectations for molecules like methane, such deviations may be within the uncertainty of371
experimental measurements (Stolper et al., 2014a, 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Young et al., 2016), but Figure 3372
suggests that employing the Urey model for experimental calibration could lead to unnecessary systematic373
errors.374
A recent theoretical study on the enrichment of 13CH3D illustrated small systematic underestimates of375
the harmonic approximation after including various corrections (anharmonic correction for zero-point energy,376
anharmonic correction for vibrational excited states, rotation-vibration coupling correction for zero-point377
energy, rotation-vibration coupling correction for vibrational excited states, quantum mechanical correc-378
tion to rotation, and centrifugal distortion correction) to the Urey model (Liu and Liu, 2016). Including379
perturbative corrections to these ethane isotopologues should result in similar convergence behavior with380
respect to the PIMC calculations. However, any perturbative corrections to improve the Urey model predic-381
tions of the fractionation factors involving 12CH2D12CH2D would have to carefully account for rotameric382
dependences. Although utilizing a Boltzmann-averaging scheme significantly improved agreement with the383
PIMC results and is recommended, this approach involves enumerating all stable minima and will become384
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more intensive for more complex molecules. Meanwhile, it is appealing that the PIMC calculations do385
not require exceptional treatments and converge to a common result with sufficient sampling of the proper386
Boltzmann-weighted ensemble of configurations.387
6. Conclusions388
In this study, we rigorously compute fractionation factors for all doubly substituted isotopologues of389
ethane using path-integral Monte Carlo and a new potential energy surface developed at the B3LYP/aug-390
cc-pVTZ level of theory. The accuracy and precision of the PIMC calculations are practically converged with391
respect to anticipated experimental precisions, and they can be appropriately used as reference data for cal-392
ibrating experimental measurements or benchmarking other theoretical approaches. By consideration of all393
the doubly substituted isotopologues, we quantify the the strength of the clumped-isotope effect, finding that394
the degree of enrichment decreases in order of deuterium/deuterium, deuterium/13C, and 13C/13C isotope395
substitutions if the substitutions have similar spatial separation. However, the decay of the isotopologue en-396
richment with respect to separation distance suggests that clumping will be negligible at separation distances397
of greater than three bonds. We additionally find that the Urey model systematically underestimates the398
enrichment for 12CH313CH2D and 12CH312CHD2, but results for 13C-13C clumping are statistically indis-399
tinguishable from the PIMC calculations. This underestimation leads to errors in the apparent equilibrium400
temperature as large as 30 K at higher formation temperatures, and larger effects may be expected in other401
systems, given that Urey model can benefit from a substantial cancellation of errors in the computation of402
isotope fractionation factors (Webb and Miller, 2014). Comparing the two methods also reveals the impor-403
tance of accounting for rotameric dependences on isotopologue enrichment; whereas the PIMC calculations404
converge to a single result for 12CH2D12CH2D, the Urey model provides distinct results for t-(12CH2D)2405
and g-(12CH2D)2 rotamers, which must be Boltzmann-averaged to yield reasonable predictions on the rela-406
tive enrichment of 12CH2D12CH2D. Taken together, the results presented here indicate that path-integral407
methods offer an accurate, robust, and tractable approach for the calculation of clumped-isotope effects in408
ethane that may be further applied to study clumped-isotope effects in more complex molecules.409
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